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1EVA15 Insufflator has received FDA 510(k) 
clearance for use in endoscopic and 
laparoscopic surgery (K193520, K202799, K202922).

The EVA15 insufflator maintains continuous 
7-15mmHg pressure and automatically 
compensates for leaks and suctioning. 
The pedal-activated smoke evacuation 
system of EVA15 creates a safer operating 
environment, removing hazardous surgical 
smoke contaminants before they become 
airborne in the OR, with its ULPA activated 
carbon evacuation filter (99.9997% 
efficiency at 0.04 micron).

The first insufflator of its kind to allow 
intelligent leak-tolerant constant pressure 
insufflation during laparoscopic, robotic, 
and endoscopic surgery1

ABOUT PALLIARE
Palliare is dedicated to advancing the state of the art in smoke 
evacuation and insufflation technologies for laparoscopic, 
endoluminal, endoscopic, colorectal, and robotic surgery.



Maintains continuous 7-15mmHg pressure
 Insufflator adjusts flow 100 times per second and automatically 

compensates for leaks, maintaining the surgical field during tool/camera 
removal, suctioning, and smoke evacuation

On-demand smoke evacuation
Pedal-activated smoke evacuation system removes hazardous surgical smoke 
contaminants before they become airborne in the OR 
ULPA activated carbon evacuation filter (99.9997% efficiency at 0.04 micron)

Allows for controlled end-of-case desufflation 
 Cavity pressure quickly reduces down to 1mmHg to reduce trocar spray 

and decrease residual pneumoperitoneum

Works with any standard laparoscopic trocar
Designed for easy integration into any OR setting, seamlessly working with 
existing machinery and equipment

EVA15 PRODUCT FEATURES

 ORDER PRODUCT PART CODE DESCRIPTION

Insufflator EVA15 

EVA15 Insufflation and LAP-200 2-line laparoscopic
Smoke Evacuation Tubeset  tubeset

EVA15 Insufflation and LAP-300 3-line laparoscopic
Smoke Evacuation Tubeset  tubeset

EVA15 Endoscopic Tubeset END-200S For 8.5 to 10.4mm
  endoscopes

EVA15 Endoscopic Tubeset END-200M For 10.5 to 12.6mm
  endoscopes
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